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Generic Debates and Late Antique Christian 
Poetry 
Christian poets on Christian poetry 
Ever since Plato criticized the poets and rhapsodes of his time for failing to pro-
vide a rational, discursive account of their work, the philosophical standing of 
poetry was never entirely secure. With the rise of Christianity and the appearance 
of Christian poetry in classical meter and language, a new set of existential chal-
lenges emerges: If the Logos can (and should) reach directly into the hearts of 
believers through the canonical book par excellence, the Gospel, why is poetic 
elaboration necessary or welcome? To what degree, and in which contexts, is 
Christian mimesis legitimate? How could poetry, which even before Plato was as-
sociated with lies, serve the true Christian cause?1 More importantly for the inter-
ests of this volume, why, and to what extent, should Christian poetry follow the 
blueprint of the classical genres, which were rooted in a pagan past? 
The case for Christian poetry will have to be made, time and again, on exclu-
sively Christian, ideological grounds: this poetry proclaims the truth, fights 
heresy, is divinely inspired, and can bring about the salvation of both poet and 
audience.2 What is left implicit in such vocal assertions of superiority is the ad-
mission that, when writing poetry, the grip of the classical past is hard to escape. 
In contrast to the prose genres of, e.g., hagiography, homily, and theological trea-
tise, whose level of literariness may vary and whose debt to classical genres can 
easily go unnoticed, poetry is composed and read with an eye to generic features 
such as meter, length, narrativity, structure, and linguistic register,3 all of which 
were defined in classical models and codified by generations of grammarians. 
The continued relevance of such criteria for the composition of Christian poetry 
is remarkable: in a world that was changing in fundamental ways, the traditional 
system of poetic genres was not revolutionized, but rather was manipulated to fit 
the needs and tastes of late antique, and increasingly Christian, readers. 
 
1 E.g. Pollmann 1999, 69. 
2 Such debates are admittedly more frequent in Latin poetry. See Mastrangelo 2016, 43 for ref-
erences to specific poems and emphasis on Christian doctrine. 
3 For a list of such generic criteria see Harrison 2007, 22–33. 
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In the fourth century, the ascetic bishop Gregory Nazianzen is responsible for 
an extensive (and understudied) poetic production, which includes such cultur-
ally enshrined forms as invectives in iambics, epigrams in elegiac distichs, and 
didactic in hexameters.4 Gregory is perhaps the only voice in Greek Christian po-
etry to defend his choice of composing poetry and explicitly to reflect on the use-
fulness of such an endeavor.5 In a poem written in iambic trimeter and titled Εἰς 
τὰ ἔμμετρα (On His Own Verses), Gregory presents the rationale behind his clas-
sicizing poetic project.6 Some of his reasons are personal: he hopes that the re-
straints of meter will slow him down, and prevent him from writing a great deal 
(vv. 34–36); he also finds in poetry comfort and respite from his illness (vv. 54–
57). Another reason he gives is eminently classical – indeed, it seems to be a topos 
of didactic poetry: Gregory hopes that young people, and especially those who 
enjoy literature, will see in his poems a “pleasant medicine”, which sweetens the 
bitterness of the Commandments,7 and leads them towards more useful things.8 
For those who are sensible, this new, Christian poetry is, according to Gregory, 
“a substitute for songs and lyre-playing” (44: ἀντ᾽ ᾀσμάτων σοι ταῦτα καὶ λυρι-
σμάτων). But idle fiddling is not all Gregory’s poetry aims to replace. His most 
ambitious reason (and the one presented in the most circumspect manner as, per-
haps, petty; 48: μικροπρεπές) is that he feels Christians should have their own 
poetry that can rival and outstrip the classical canon: “I cannot allow that the 
 
4 See Al. Cameron 2004, 333. For the genres of (and generic debates in) Gregory’s poetry see 
Kuhn-Treichel and McDonald in this volume. 
5 In Latin Christian poetry such protestations are near-obligatory: see the opening verses of Ju-
vencus; Sedulius’ preface to CP; C. Pr. at vv. 13–17; Paulin., carm. 10.19–46; and Avitus’ prose 
epistle which introduces his De spiritalis historiae gestis. 
6 On this poem see Milovanovic-Barham 1997 and McGuckin 2006. 
7 Lucr. (1.935–50 = 4.10–25) famously compared his poetry to a honeyed cup for bitter medicine 
(i.e., philosophy). A similar idea is expressed much earlier in Pl., Leg. 659e-660a, while in the 
late 2nd century CE Maximus of Tyre (4.6) compares poets with doctors who administer bitter 
medicine (i.e., virtue), but only after mixing it with “myths, meter, and the form of song” (μύθους 
καὶ μέτρα καὶ σχῆμα ᾠδῆς) so as to mitigate the unpleasantness of what they teach (κεράσασα 
τὴν ἀηδίαν τῶν διδαγμάτων). 
8 II.1.39 = PG 37.1329–38, vv. 37–41: Δεύτερον δὲ τοῖς νέοις, | Καὶ τῶν ὅσοι μάλιστα χαίρουσι 
λόγοις, | Ὥσπερ τι τερπνὸν τοῦτο δοῦναι φάρμακον, | Πειθοῦς ἀγωγὸν εἰς τὰ χρησιμώτερα, | Τέ-
χνῃ γλυκάζων τὸ πικρὸν τῶν ἐντολῶν (“secondly for the youth; | and especially for those of them 
who take delight in artful speeches/literature; | so as to give this [= my work] as a kind of pleasant 
medicine, | an inducement of Persuasion towards more useful things, | which through art sweet-
ens the bitterness of the commandments”). 
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outsiders [= pagans] be superior to us in literature.”9 What is at stake in compos-
ing Christian poetry is a twofold challenge: how, on the one hand, to distract from 
sin, educate and, ultimately, ‘save’ the audience, while, on the other hand, using 
and adapting a rulebook established by those “outsiders” whose literary skill was 
to be emulated but whose religious beliefs should be condemned.  
At the turn of the fifth century, another ascetically minded bishop, Paulinus 
of Nola, grapples with the same issues, albeit in a different language and with 
more pronounced self-consciousness. In his famous correspondence with his old 
friend Ausonius, Paulinus denounces poetry on classicizing themes as meaning-
less and even harmful.10 Yet he does not seem able (or willing?) to disengage from 
the form and language of classical poetry. In response to Ausonius, Paulinus 
mounts a three-pronged offensive, each in its own classical meter (elegiacs, iam-
bics, hexameters). Depending on one’s viewpoint, the combination of different 
meters in one poem might seem either barbarous or a confident rewriting of the 
classical rulebook.11 In fact, this relatively brief verse-letter of little more than 300 
lines denounces the composition of classicizing poetry by Christian poets while 
at the same time upholding the ‘classical’ distinction between meters: the iamb 
is naturally “lighter”, while the hexameter has more gravitas and is more appro-
priate for stern rebukes.12  
Paulinus’ carmen 27 presents a second interesting case study of how a ‘minor’ 
poem deals with ‘major’ generic features as well as meta-poetic topics, as it con-
cerns itself with the problem of Christian representational art (and, implicitly, 
poetry). Carmen 27, a poem of roughly 600 hexameters, includes an ekphrasis of 
paintings on biblical subjects that adorned the walls of St. Felix’s church. Pauli-
nus clearly feels the need to explain not only the content but also, and more fun-
damentally, the very existence of the paintings. It is, he confesses, “an unusual 
custom” (544: raro more),13 but one dictated by societal needs: the cult of St. Felix 
 
9 II.1.39 = PG 37.1329–38, vv. 48–49: οὐδ’ ἐν λόγοις | πλέον δίδωμι τοὺς ξένους ἡμῶν ἔχειν. 
10 See carm. 10, with commentary in Filosini 2008 and Shorrock 2011, 15–20. 
11 On Paulinus’ polymentry see, most recently, Consolino 2017, 108–112; also, with stress on 
continuity and the intertextual indebtedness of Paulinus to classical Latin poetry, Hardie 2019, 
12–27. On the polymetry of some poems by Gregory Nazianzen see McDonald in this volume. 
12 carm. 10.13–15: et graviore | vindicis heroi sunt agitanda sono. | Interea levior paucis praecurrit 
iambus (“these [accusations] must be dealt with in the weightier tone of the avenging, heroic 
meter. But in the meantime, the lighter, iambic meter will briefly run ahead”). 
13 Translation, here and below, slightly adapted from Walsh 1975. For detailed study of this 
poem see Herbert de la Portbarré-Viard 2006, 241–255. For Paulinus among other early Christian 
defenders of images see, recently, Schildgen 2016, 65–66. For the pictorial program of the 
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draws in a large crowd of country folk, whose unsophisticated minds can be be-
guiled into fasting and devotion by the paintings that are so pleasing to the eye.14 
Like Gregory’s young men, who can be tricked by sweet verses into taking the 
bitter medicine of the Commandments, the newfangled artistic program of Pauli-
nus’ church is not an end in itself, but a conduit to virtue. 
Apparently, artistic mimesis and its classical forms and traditions cannot be 
avoided. Just as it deals with broad issues regarding mimetic representation, car-
men 27 also confronts the grand legacy of hexameter verse. This (relatively) short 
hexameter poem insistently revisits and reformulates Virgilian epic. At times, the 
tension between the ‘humble’, small-scale poem and the perilous heights to 
which epic hexameter is uniquely suited becomes palpable. As the poem, appar-
ently of its own accord, soars into a Christological hymn, Paulinus wonders how 
he has come to “fly above the stars” (311: super astra volans), when in fact he had 
wanted to “sing a lighter theme” (310: materia leviore canens).15 The poet’s appre-
hension at his own sublime flight (and likely imminent fall) is expressed with an 
allusion to Virgil’s Icarus: “I dare to trust myself aloft on frail wings” (308: ausus 
in excelsum fragili me credere pinna).16 A captatio benevolentiae as much as a 
learned allusion, this verse opens up numerous possibilities for dialogue with 
classical poetry: Is Paulinus appropriating for Christian poetry an elegant, classi-
cal turn of phrase and, in doing so, projecting a ‘Christian’ Icarus back onto the 
Virgilian text (what modern criticism might call Usurpation or chrêsis)?17 Is he im-
plying that, unlike the foolish Icarus, he will not, in fact, fall, because his Chris-
tian modesty renders him immune to hubris (a form of Kontrastimitation)?18 Or is 
 
church, as reconstructed from Paulinus’ writings, as an early but sophisticated example of “vis-
ual theology” see Elsner 1998, 254–257 and cf. Elsner 1995, esp. 88–124 and 249–287. 
14 carm. 27.580–592: “This was why we thought it useful to enliven all the houses of Felix with 
paintings on sacred themes, in the hope that they would excite the interest of the rustics by their 
attractive appearance, for the sketches are painted in various colors. Over them are explanatory 
inscriptions, the written word revealing the theme outlined by the painter’s hand. So when all 
the country folk point out and read over to each other the subjects painted, they turn more slowly 
to thoughts of food, since the feast of fasting is so pleasing to the eye. In this way, as the paintings 
beguile their hunger, their astonishment may allow better behavior to develop in them. Those 
reading the holy account of chastity in action are infiltrated by virtue and inspired by saintly 
example. As they gape, their drink is sobriety, and they forget the longing for excessive wine.” 
15 For generic experimentation in the poetry of Paulinus (with an emphasis on how this is 
driven by the poet’s asceticism) see, briefly, Basson 1996.  
16 See Verg., Aen. 6.15 (of Icarus): pennis ausus se credere caelo (“daring to entrust himself to 
the sky on wings”).  
17 For chrêsis and its application to the poetry of Paulinus see Gnilka 1984. 
18 For the concept of Kontrastimitation see Thraede 1962. 
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it, rather, the self-consciously restricted scale and “lighter theme” of his song that 
prevents him from rising (even) higher and subsequently falling? 
A further possibility is to take the allusion as a formal element with no impact 
on the content of the poem.19 A cluster of Virgilian allusions in the same poem 
has recently been read as ‘nonreferential’.20 The whole passage is interesting, and 
provides a frame for the examination of Christian poetry in terms of musical met-
aphors that is central to this volume. It begins with a description of the miracle of 
the Pentecost: 
 
After this solemn feast (we calculate seven weeks before this holi-
day comes round for men) comes the day on which the Holy 
Spirit was of old sent down from the heights of heaven (caelo de-
missus ab alto) in parted tongues of fiery light. Then He, the one 
God, sped over each mouth (per ora cucurrit) and with one voice 
spoke aloud in tongues of every kind (ore loquellas). He gave men 
the power of speaking to all in languages unknown (expromere 
voces), so that each individual acknowledged his own tongue be-
ing spoken by a foreigner, though out of his own mouth he could 
not converse in a strange language. The barbarian uttered tidings 
fully comprehended in a language he did not know, for he spoke 
words foreign to his own. Yet the one Spirit was praising the one 
God in different languages before all men. Think of a man playing 
a harp, plucking strings producing different sounds by striking 
them with the one quill. Or again the man who rubs his lips by 
blowing on woven reeds; he plays one tune from his one mouth, 
but there is more than one note, and he marshals the different 
sounds with controlling skill. (carm. .–) 
 
caelo demissus = Aen. 
. ~ Ecl. . 
 
 
per ora cucurrit = Aen. 
.;  
ore loquellas = Aen. . 
expromere voces = Aen. 
. 
 
Although the passage does not explicitly present a theory of (Christian) litera-
ture,21 the metaphor of the Holy Spirit as a musician producing one tune out of 
different strings or notes clearly speaks to the late antique aesthetics of poi-
kilia/variatio, which is a chief characteristic of the poem.22 Indeed, Paulinus here 
 
19 For a continuum of late Latin modes of intertextuality that runs from allusions as essential 
parts of the content to optional parts to formal elements, see Kaufmann 2017. 
20 Pelttari 2014, 137, for the allusions not referring back to their sources, but pointing towards 
the “formal emptiness of the signifying word.” 
21 On the musician as poet and the symbolism of music in Paulinus, see Fontaine 1973. For a 
veritable catalogue of musical instruments, symbolizing various poetic genres, all of which now 
proclaim Christ in unison see Prud., Apoth. 386–392 with the comments of O’Daly 2016, 234–236.  
22 For this late antique aesthetics see the classic study by Roberts 1989, with recent revison in 
Hardie 2019, ch. 4 on concordia discors and varietas, esp. 128–134 on these concepts in Paulinus 
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makes it clear that the variety of voices (71, voce … varia), which throughout re-
main distinct and un-mixed, might be confusing (in fact, these voices are incom-
prehensible to those who speak them), but this very variety creates a unity that 
can be grasped at the level of the listener.23  
Paulinus’ conception of the musical work (and, by extension, the literary 
work) as a set of distinct “strings producing different sounds” (73: dissona fila), 
which are moved with one intent by a single quill (72: unius verbere plectri) is 
particularly relevant for our project in this volume, whose title employs two met-
aphors from music theory. ‘Modulation’ is used to describe the process of chang-
ing between the major and the minor keys, and ‘transposition’ is the rewriting of 
a whole piece onto another key. We have envisioned that both these terms can 
work as metaphors for how Christian poetry ‘transposes’, for example, prose hag-
iography or the Gospels into poetry or ‘modulates’ between the minor and major 
genres of the classical grammatical scheme.  
Of course, the distinction between poetry on a major or a minor key (and a 
poet’s freedom to ‘modulate’ between the two) is ancient and has an illustrious 
pedigree which cannot be fully addressed here. Suffice it to say that Horace, ap-
parently refusing to climb on perilous Pindaric heights for fear of becoming an-
other Icarus, invites, instead, his friend Antonius to take up a song for Caesar, 
striking with a “grander quill” (Od. 4.2.33: concines maiore poeta plectro). The 
presence of Icarus qua poetic metaphor in both Horace and Paulinus suggests 
that this figure was embedded in discussions of genre and scale that resonate 
throughout antiquity. What is, however, rather different in the case of Paulinus 
is the degree to which the reader or listener comes to the fore and becomes re-
sponsible for disentangling the various keys (or is simply given the option of 
which strain to listen to). In the passage cited above, the marked echoes of Virgil 
do not so much direct our attention back to their source text as become they them-
selves a ‘strain’ of high epic within a smaller-scale poem. On one interpretation, 
Paulinus might imply that the words of Virgil speak the truth but have to be re-
arranged (cento-like) by a Christian poet so that they make (Christian) sense. On 
another, the significance of authorial intentions retreats and what really matters 
is whether the listener will be able and/or willing to hear the Virgilian tongue 
(and its higher strain) in Paulinus’ mouth. But it is significant that whoever 
 
of Nola. For a recent genealogy of the concept of variety see Fitzgerald 2016. Later in the poem 
variatio will also be an important element in the ekphrasis of the paintings, which impress their 
viewers precisely due to their various colors (583: fucata coloribus umbra). 
23 Cf. Carruthers 2009, 45–46 on Augustine’s views regarding the diverse languages spoken by 
Christians and whose very variety is an ornament for the Church/bride. 
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speaks (and quotes Virgil?) during the Pentecost miracle is himself unaware of 
what he is saying. It is always other listeners who recognize their tongue in an-
other’s mouth and hold the key to deciphering it, while acknowledging that, 
whatever the language, the message is truthful and thus worth spreading/ 
preaching. 
The quest for Christian poetry 
Paulinus comes near the end of a long journey that led to the production of Chris-
tian poetry in classical form. The classicization of Christian poetry clearly reflects 
the gradual Christianization of the elites, a process which advanced neither 
steadily nor uniformly around the Roman Empire.24 Julian’s decree which forbade 
Christian teachers to use/teach the classics and which was effective from 362 to 
364 was one, but by no means the only incentive that drove some fourth-century 
poets, such as Gregory and the Apollinarii, to reconsider their relationship with 
classical paideia. It would, nonetheless, be unfair to argue that Christian poetry 
developed as a reaction to such a short-lived decree, especially since poems such 
as Juvencus’ epic or Proba’s Cento were written before it.25 It would be equally 
unfair to see Christian poetry as a by-product of school exercises: despite their 
didactic tone and their use of rhetorical topoi, the stylistic complexity of these 
poems makes them fit for appreciation beyond the classroom.26 
If one examines the diachronic production of Christian poetry, it is notewor-
thy that the earliest prayers and hymns were not composed in classicizing lan-
guage.27 The first poems that could be considered Christian are those found in the 
 
24 Cf. Leppin 2015, who argues that the mode of appropriation was different for particular gen-
res and texts and that classical texts outside the churches remained, if not pagan, at least ‘neu-
tral’. Cf. Leppin 2012. On classicism in late antique literature see, e.g., Johnson 2006. 
25 Following here Agosti 2001, 68–74. On the misunderstanding of Julian’s School Edict as a 
kind of Christian persecution see Teitler 2017, chapter 8, esp. 64–67. 
26 For school poetry see Hose 2004, who nonetheless does not stress the innovative aspect of 
this poetry; contra see Agosti 2009, 320. Cf. Agosti 2001, 68–74, showing that the level of style 
and exegetical approaches to Old or New Testament texts surpassed the level of school educa-
tion. 
27 Although a model for Christian classicizing poetry may be found in pagan Or. Sib., it is the 
Jewish Hellenistic classicizing epics that dealt with material similar to that of Christian poetry, 
esp. the Old Testament. Tragedies, such as Ezekiel’s Exagoge, Theodotus’ epic on Samaria, or 
Philon’s on Jerusalem, continued to be read, as Eusebius attests (Praep. ev. 9.21.1). For further 
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Old Testament and which became accessible to a Graeco-Roman audience 
through the Septuagint and then the Vulgate. Accordingly, the earliest samples 
were the Psalms and verse poems such as the Song of Songs. Traces of poetic lan-
guage can also be found in the New Testament, for example in the Gospel of John, 
which begins with a brilliant poetic prologue, akin to a hymn, to the Logos/God.28 
The New Testament Epistles mention prayers and psalms,29 while in the third-
century Apocryphal Acts of John we find the Hymn of the Pearl, which has an un-
mistaken Gnostic flavor. POxy 1786, a papyrus containing an early Christian 
hymn with musical annotation in a quantitative meter, is also dated to around 
this period. Prayers still performed at mass, such as Phos hilaron or Gloria, were 
written between the second and the third centuries in the Hellenistic koine and in 
the Latin vulgate respectively.30 
The crucial role of the liturgy in the development of Christian poetry is also 
amply illustrated in the case of Melito of Sardis, a second-century bishop whose 
Homily on the Passion can be considered a very early precursor of Byzantine hym-
nography, and especially the poetic homily that came to be known as the kon-
takion. Melito’s Homily, although not written as a poem or hymn, is marked by its 
extensive use of anaphora, homoioteleuton, antithesis and other rhetorical fig-
ures.31 Even more importantly, several clauses are grammatically parallel and 
have approximately the same number of syllables, so that they can be conceived 
of, and written down, as verses, as in this example (731–733):  
Ὁ κρεμάσας τὴν γῆν κρέμαται. 
Ὁ πήξας τοὺς οὐρανοὺς πέπεκται. 
Ὁ στηρίξας τὰ πάντα ἐπὶ ξύλου ἐστήρικται. 
 
He who hung the earth is hanging. 
He who fixed the heavens has been fixed. 
He who lifted up the world has been lifted up on a piece of wood.32  
 
reading see Lanfranchi 2006; Kuhn 2012; and Whitmarsh 2013, 211–227. For the patristic recep-
tion of the Or. Sib., see Toca 2017. 
28 For this prologue as hymn see, for instance, Gordley 2009. 
29 Cf. Col 1:15–20, 15:3–4, 19:1–8; Phil 2:5–11; 1 Tim 3:16. 
30 Cf. the overview in Gordley 2011. 
31 See McDonald 1975. For the Sitz im Leben of this text (principally, its anti-Judaism and the 
possibility this is a reaction to the powerful Jewish community of Sardis) see Sykes 1997 and 
Cohick 1998.  
32 Text from Perler 1966. Trans. F. Hadjittofi. 
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At the same time as Melito experimented with a form that explodes the dichotomy 
between poetry and prose, other Greek Christian authors were inserting poetic 
hymns into their prose works. Clement’s Paedagogus ends with a Hymn to the 
Saviour composed in anapaestic meter. This poem draws from the long tradition 
of classical hymns, as it invokes Christ using a long series of epithets.33 One cen-
tury later, Methodius of Olympus similarly ends his Banquet of the ten Virgins 
with an iambic abecedarian Hymn to the Nymphios. It has recently been argued 
that this hymn, which in the ‘fiction’ of the text is sung by a chorus of virgins 
dressed in white and bearing lamps, reflects consecration rituals (based upon the 
rite of marriage), which would already have been familiar in the third century.34 
Once again, then, the liturgical setting and the rites of the Church in general pro-
vided an impetus and a context for the development of Christian poetry.  
The earliest extensive Christian poetry in classical meter to have survived 
also dates from the third century, and is written by a shadowy figure named Com-
modian, author of the Instructiones and the Carmen apologeticum.35 This poet de-
scribes himself as a former pagan who had seen the light of Christianity late in 
his life and decided to teach others through his poems.36 The Instructiones are 
particularly interesting as they are a collection of poems each of which contains 
an acrostic, with the last one, when read from bottom to top, yielding the sphragis 
Commodianus mendicus Christi. In Commodian’s verses the hexameter is no 
longer primarily constructed on the basis of quantity, as accent begins to play a 
more important role, making these some of the earliest specimens of versus 
politici. For similar early samples of self-standing Christian poems written in clas-
sical verse, but from the Greek-speaking East, we have to turn to the fourth cen-
tury and the poems of the Codex of Visions (P.Bodmer 29 and 30–37), all of them 
fragmentary, but which nonetheless give us a glimpse of semi-popular (as op-
posed to elite and high-flown) Greek hexametric production. Apart from the Vi-
sion of Dorotheus – a remarkable poem that perhaps belongs in a category of its 
own – this Codex includes poems whose topics are drawn from both the Old and 
the New Testament.37 In the same century, innovations in the composition of 
Christian poetry began to move towards the same direction in both the Latin West 
 
33 See Gordley 2011, 373–374, with further bibliography. 
34 For this argument as well as the general Sitz im Leben of this text, see Candido 2017. 
35 For the date see Pollman 2013, 315, with further bibliography. 
36 See the preface of his carm. apol. 
37 P.Bodmer 29, Vis. D., edited by Hurst – Reverdin – Rudhardt 1984; P. Bodmer 30–37 Hurst – 
Rudhardt 1999. On the dating and milieu see Agosti 2002. 
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and the Greek East. Thus, while Pope Damasus wrote metrical epigrams and Am-
brose composed iambic hymns, around the end of the fourth century Synesius of 
Cyrene wrote Hymns in complex, ionic meters. This is precisely the juncture at 
which Gregory Nazianzen, Juvencus, Paulinus, and a host of other poets drew 
Christian, classicizing poetry into the mainstream. 
This (admittedly limited)38 overview of three centuries of Greek and Latin 
Christian poetry shows two things: on the one hand, it confirms the almost sim-
ultaneous experimentation with classicizing poetry both in the Latin- and in the 
Greek-speaking milieus and, on the other, highlights the existing, non-classiciz-
ing, alternatives. Writing in classical meter was not a one-way option but a con-
scious choice, and one that was particularly cherished between the fourth and 
sixth centuries. Indeed, and as many chapters in this volume will argue, classical 
meter brought with it a range of echoes and overtones which would not have been 
available in other formats and which contributed to generic adjustments and re-
calibrations: for example, Agosti’s analysis of the hexametric, and probably non-
mainstream,39 Vision of Dorotheus has suggested that the poem, besides propa-
gating a Christian agenda of repentance, includes a ‘modulation’ of didactic epic 
by adapting Hesiod.40 Classicizing style, therefore, came attached to a set of a rel-
evant generic expectations shared by both author and audience. 
Ancient readers of Christian poetry 
Throughout this volume the role of the readers, their preconceptions, and expec-
tations will be central in our investigation of genre and generic development. Our 
insistence on the continued usefulness of taking the ‘classical’ scheme of genres 
into consideration also has to do with how fundamental this was precisely in 
shaping readerly expectations.41 Late Antiquity displays a heightened self-aware-
ness when it comes to genre, as we saw in the examples of Gregory and Paulinus 
above. This does not mean that genres were not important before, but, from the 
Archaic through to Hellenistic times, the performative context was an important 
ingredient of genre: the Homeric epics, Archaic lyric poetry, and Attic tragedy are 
 
38 For a more detailed overview of Christian production see Miguélez-Cavero – McGill 2018, 
with further literature. 
39 For the Codex Visionum as an “oddity” see Miguélez-Cavero 2013, 92. 
40 Agosti 2016. 
41 For calls to go beyond genre when examining Christian literature see Formisano 2007, 282. 
Also Kaufmann, forthcoming, on “the implosion” of the generic system. 
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apt examples.42 From the Hellenistic period onwards, and regardless of performa-
tive context, a rigorous canonization took place and literary works were catego-
rized by genre, focusing mainly on formal elements such as meter, theme, and 
ethos.43 
Furthermore, the formal system of rhetorical education, flourishing from the 
Hellenistic times onwards,44 canonized the works of the past and was simultane-
ously shaped by the works of the canon, while adapting them to the modern 
needs of, mainly, epideictic and encomiastic rhetoric. The work of theorists such 
as Menander Rhetor is particularly important, as it absorbed imperial technogra-
phy and transmitted it to Late Antiquity and Byzantium, where it enjoyed a long 
afterlife.45 The four surviving Greek treatises on progymnasmata, by (or transmit-
ted under the names of) Theon, Hermogenes, Aphthonius, and Nicolaus, display 
a range of methods and techniques (from chreia and encomium to ekphrasis and 
prosopopeia) that were applied to both prose and verse compositions,46 and pro-
vided a common ‘language’ shared between all educated individuals. Moreover, 
precisely because the rules were fixed, at least at the technical level, experimen-
tation was facilitated, as surprise and innovation work better against a canon and 
an established set of techniques.47 
 
42 Cf. Fowler 1997, 28–29, on the different nature of intertextuality in classical Greek and in 
Latin literature. 
43 For formal categorization and the ancient understanding of genre from Pl., Resp. 3.394b and 
Arist., Poet. onwards, see Farell 2003 and Harrison 2011, 2–6. 
44 See Cairns 2007 on how Menander shaped the ancient reception of genre, but cf. the critique 
by Depew – Obbink 2000, 4 of the application of a rigid Menandrean notion of genre especially 
onto performance-oriented, and therefore less fixed, works. On how the change of setting influ-
enced the reception of classical genres see also Fantuzzi – Hunter 2002, 24–25. On Menander and 
his Hellenistic/imperial predecessors see Heath 2004. 
45 For the use of poetry in the progymnasmata towards rhetorical ends, see Webb 2009 and 2010 
and the overview in Miguélez-Cavero 2008, 264–370. For rhetoric in Late Antiquity and Byzan-
tium see Kennedy 1983 and the overview in Whitby 2010. 
46 It is noteworthy that, while the treatises (as well as Libanius’ extensive collection) contain 
examples only in prose, on the papyri, which preserve real school exercises by Egyptian teachers 
and students, we mostly find verse progymnasmata (primarily ethopoeiae and encomia in either 
hexameters or iambics); see Cribiore 2009, 333. Moreover it is important that poetry, and Homeric 
poetry in particularly, in Libanius’ case is an important source of rhetorical inspiration; see 
Webb 2010. 
47 Cf. Fantuzzi – Hunter 2002, 26: “[in Hellenistic times] … many of the performance occasions 
had disappeared, together with archaic culture itself. What remained was a heritage of linguistic 
and metrical conventions, which had often lost their functional contact with particular subjects 
and occasions: thus did the possibility of new combinations appear.” 
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This canonization naturally encouraged meta-generic inquiries, leading 
eventually to further generic experimentation.48 When a late Greek poet was con-
fronted with the question of how to compose a poem in hexameters – to take the 
most popular and prestigious meter – there already was a very long tradition of 
more or less canonized hexametric poetry starting from Homer and Hesiod, con-
tinuing with the revisions of Callimachus and Apollonius of Rhodes, and reach-
ing beyond Quintus of Smyrna to Nonnus. On the Latin side this itinerary would 
have been all the more complex, as Latin literature developed in tandem and in 
dialogue with Greek literature throughout. Virgil did not emulate Homer only but 
also wrote the Aeneid with the tragedians, the lyric poets, and the Hellenistic re-
visions in mind. Accordingly, his Dido, for example, is self-consciously as much 
an epic as a tragic heroine, and it is this particular mélange that is further ex-
ploited in Hosidius Geta’s Medea, a Virgilian cento of the early third century,49 or 
in Proba’s association of Eve with Dido.50 
Any discussion of genre in the post-Hellenistic world should also take into 
consideration the rise of paratext: there was a long tradition of commentaries and 
exegetical essays on (by then) classical poetry as well as on the Bible, which are 
particularly important for understanding the Christian poetry of this period.51 The 
diffusion of the codex made commentaries all the more accessible. As mentioned 
above, the Hellenistic critics established the canon that would be taught, com-
mented on, and imitated throughout the rest of antiquity and well into Byzan-
tium. Hexameter poetry, in particular, not only maintained its primacy and was 
continually taught at school, but also, especially in Late Antiquity, became a 
means of social advancement through public performance, as skill in composing 
hexameter poetry paved the way for a successful professional career.52 Ulti-
mately, the reception and revision of classical genres was given added impetus 
by the rise of Christianity, which in due time sparked further ideological and 
eventually generic developments. The Christianization of the classical genres did 
not proceed uniformly nor was it completed overnight, and, as we shall see in this 
volume, the adoption of classical genres in late antique poetry differs from cen-
tury to century and from representative to representative, and even between the 
 
48 Depew – Obbink 2000, 12 note that Plato, who developed one of the first theories of genre, 
was able to do so once the oral tradition became literary. For the development of the canon of 
‘classics’ see Citroni 2003 and also Most 2000 on the canonization of tragedy. 
49 See, e.g., McGill 2005, 31–48. 
50 Schottenius Cullhed 2016, e.g. 143. 
51 For these paratexts see e.g. Pollman 2009 and Fuhrer 2013. 
52 Al. Cameron 1965. 
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works of the same representative, as in the cases of Dracontius and Sidonius, 
which will be examined in this volume. 
For these generic experimentations to take place, however, a solid ground of 
generic expectations was required. Late antique grammarians may be illuminat-
ing in this respect as they offered the theoretical framework into which late an-
tique poetry would be received. In the second half of the fourth century the Latin 
grammarian Diomedes still postulates three kinds of poetry, based on the Pla-
tonic and Aristotelian criterion of mimesis (whether the poet or the characters 
speak in the poem): imitative (dramatikon), narrative (enarrativum/enunti-
ativum/exegetikon), and mixed (mixtum/mikton). More than a century later, Isi-
dore of Seville classifies poetry along the exact same lines (Etymologies 8.7.11), 
followed by the Venerable Bede, who, in the early eighth century, decides to in-
troduce biblical examples alongside classical ones. Thus, for Bede, the 
dramatikon can easily accommodate the Song of Songs, where no narrator inter-
venes between the two interlocutors.53 
Generic classification, then, and indeed on remarkably classical terms, is still 
an exercise late antique readers undertake and which conveys significance not 
only when practiced on the classical or classicizing texts composed within that 
system, but also, and more impressively, when it is superimposed onto texts 
which hail from a non-classical tradition.54 When, in response to the decree by 
Julian the Apostate which forbade the use of classical literary texts by Christian 
teachers, the two Apollinarii took it upon themselves to set the Bible into classical 
literary form, each biblical work first had to be mapped onto a corresponding 
classical genre. According to Socrates of Constantinople (Hist. Eccl. 3.15–16), 
Apollinaris the elder, a grammarian, ‘transposed’ the Pentateuch into heroic hex-
ameters and other parts of the Old Testament into drama, while Apollinaris the 
younger, who was a sophist, turned the Gospels and the letters of Paul into Pla-
tonic dialogues. The division of labor between father and son corresponds to the 
different competences of each, but certain criteria must also have applied to en-
sure that each ‘transposition’ would be plausible and appropriate. 
Sozomen (Hist. Eccl. 5.18.3–4), another Church historian who reports on the 
same project but only mentions one Apollinaris, claims that the hexameter para-
phrase of the Pentateuch was divided into twenty-four books, each identified by 
 
53 De arte metrica 7.259 (Keil). For the evolution of the idea of tragedy in Late Antiquity and the 
Middle Ages see Kelly 1993. 
54 For a mid-4th c. adaptation of a biblical topic along the lines of the classical/rhetorical reg-
ister, see the hexameter ethopoeia in P. Bodm. 38: “What Cain would say when killing Abel”, 
with Hurst 199, 125. 
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a letter of the Greek alphabet (just like the Iliad and Odyssey). He adds that other 
works of the Scriptures were transformed into Menandrean comedies, Euripidean 
tragedies or Pindaric lyric poems. The resulting paraphrases were, according to 
the historian, “similar in ethos, diction, idiom, and arrangement” to the classical 
works on which they were modeled.55 Here, then, is a list of characteristics by 
which these new, classicizing works could be identified as full members of the 
canonical genres – and it should be obvious that an entrenched notion of genre 
is what drove the selection and transformation of the material. 
Modern readers of Christian poetry 
Although ancient critics are strikingly conservative in their ventures into generic 
classification, modern scholars highlight radical departures from this system or 
even argue that it has become irrelevant or that it ‘imploded’.56 In fact, modern 
theoretical concerns are always evolving and often, as Hinds observed, each “in 
reaction to its predecessor.”57 While the nineteenth century was dominated by the 
quest for genre, the twentieth century increasingly deconstructed the very idea 
that genres may even exist, focusing on the power of texts and their intertexts. In 
the late twentieth and twenty-first century, however, there is a tendency to reach 
back to genre as a useful category to think with, especially from the reader’s per-
spective.58 But this was not always the case: in the early twentieth century Wil-
helm Kroll invented the extremely influential term Kreuzung der Gattungen59 and 
argued for a Darwinian, or better Mendelian,60 understanding of genres as evolv-
ing through endogamic cross-fertilization, while his contemporary Russian For-
malists suggested that genres develop and adapt to new contexts through ‘exog-
amy’.61 In the sixties and seventies, however, the critique of authorial intention 
 
55 Sozom., Hist. Eccl. 5.18.4–5: ἤθει τε καὶ φράσει καὶ χαρακτῆρι καὶ οἰκονομίᾳ ὁμοίας τοῖς παρ’ 
Ἕλλησιν. On the importance of genre for the Apollinarian project, cf. Sluiter 2000, 198. 
56 Cf. Kaufmann, forthcoming. 
57 Hinds 2000, 221–223 on Augustan literature and the genre of the Met. 
58 For an overview see Silk 2012. 
59 Kroll 1964 (1924). 
60 See the excellent critique of this book as mirroring the ideology of the 1920’s in Barchiesi 
2001, esp. 146. 
61 See Harrison 2007, 13. For a critique of Bakhtin see Branham 2005. 
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and the deconstruction of the author removed the emphasis from genre alto-
gether, focusing instead on the flexible term intertextuality,62 as genre was in-
fused with conservative connotations of the ‘canon’. In recent years the promi-
nence of reader-response theory, an aftermath of thorough narratological 
investigations, has shifted attention from author to reader, and thus rendered the 
question of genre relevant once again, albeit from a different viewpoint.  
The idea is not new: Robert Jauss postulated, in the early eighties, the famous 
concept of a merge of the Erwartungshorizonte between reader and text, and thus 
contributed to the thorough revision of the question of genre from a readerly per-
spective.63 This approach has been particularly influential in the field of Augus-
tan poetry,64 which invites such approaches because of its sheer self-reflexivity. 
As a result, critics have become extremely sensitive to the mixing of genres, but 
the jargon to describe such phenomena includes a poikilia of terms such as ‘hy-
bridization’, ‘intergenericity’, and ‘generic enrichment’. These are not in fact syn-
onymous, but more often than not each contributes to the amplification of previ-
ous intertextual approaches, again taking genre into consideration, since 
intertextuality becomes all the more elusive. Terms such as ‘hybridization’ still 
bear, we believe, the mark of Kroll’s Kreuzung, as the term ‘hybrid’ is strictly ap-
plicable to biology and suggests an evolutionary approach that is to be found in 
the genre itself (and not, e.g., the reader); the tag ‘intergenericity’ expands the 
realm of intertextuality by giving it a generic twist, though this too needs to be 
cautiously defined so as to distinguish (if possible) between genre and intertext; 
finally, the more recent label ‘generic enrichment’ adopted by Stephen Harrison – 
owing much to Gian Biagio Conte and Alistair Fowler – is a chiefly reader-ori-
ented term, but still needs refinement as the threads between intertext and genre 
are often entangled.65 
Despite the abundance of theoretical terminology, it is still difficult to trace 
genre in late antique literature because of the extreme variety of configurations 
 
62 For a critique see Hinds 1998 and now the overview in Pelttari 2014, Chapter 1 and 2; for a 
theoretical overview of intertextuality and genre see Duff 2005. 
63 In the prologue to Jauss 1972, 3: “dass das Gattungshafte eines Textes nicht in zeitlosen We-
sensmerkmalen liegt, sondern einem ‘modus dicendi’ entspringt, der Werk und Publikum ver-
bindet und über den Erwartungshorizont und ‘Sitz im Leben’ zu ermitteln ist.” 
64 See the pivotal work of Conte 1994. 
65 For other analyses of genre see esp. in the field of Latin literature, Papanghelis – Harrison – 
Frangoulidis 2013, and Bessone – Fucecchi 2017; for Greek, esp. Hellenistic, see Fantuzzi – 
Hunter 2002. The interest in genre is also vivid in other areas where there was no literary canon 
in the way we find it after the Hellenistic times, e.g. Bakola – Prauscello – Telò 2013.  
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between form, subject matter and technique. Equally uneven is the reuse of spe-
cific genres in particular contexts: the grand, ‘major’ form of epic is usually re-
served for the powerful and for God, such as in the many paraphrases to be ex-
amined in this volume, but Paulinus’ carmen 27 shows that this was not 
necessarily a straightforward approach. Similarly but in a ‘minor’ genre, whereas 
Claudian wrote an epithalamium in classicizing form and imagery for the wed-
ding of the emperor Honorius and Maria, Paulinus of Nola composed a subverted, 
content-wise, Christianized epithalamium for the wedding of Julianus, a priest, 
and Titia. But even in the case of ‘new’ genres or sub-genres emerging out of rhe-
torical techniques such as cento-poetry or paraphrasis, it is difficult to discern 
where the rhetorical technique stops and where the ‘new’ genre begins.66 Accord-
ingly, it may come as a surprise to scholars of earlier phases of Greek and Latin 
literature that late antique poets did not strive for innovation in the way poets of 
the Hellenistic or Augustan times did, since a large portion of the Christian poetic 
production consists of paraphrasis or cento compositions, namely poems that – 
at first sight – might not seem as original as Callimachus’ Hecale. This kind of 
poetry, however, was produced in a literary environment where poetry was not 
only intensively taught at school and was key to administrative success67 but was 
also highly appreciated and cherished in its own right, if we judge it from 
Nonnus’ 48 books of Dionysiaca. 
The complex issue of the genres of Christian poetry has been addressed at 
different levels at different periods. At the intertextual and source level Fontaine 
1975 already talked about the ‘mélange des genres’ in Prudentius as a character-
istic of this late antique poetry. At the formal level German scholars attempt to 
adapt the Krollian Kreuzung by maintaining the term ‘hybrid’ but purging it from 
its Darwinian flavour: Fuhrer 2013, for example, talks about ‘hybrids’ and ‘hyper-
texts’, and argues that the “in-between status (of such works) between heteron-
omy and autonomy, is in fact programmatic and as a result these works must 
break the boundaries with the old genre system.”68 Pollmann 2017 is probably 
more to the point when she describes Late Antiquity as a period of extreme ex-
perimentation and of literary hybridity that “chimes with the modern definition 
of literary genres as open systems with fluid boundaries, consisting of a set of 
 
66 Cf. Roberts 1985 on the rhetorical pedigree of biblical paraphrases, who actually argues that 
cento is a technique that later took up some generic characteristics. 
67 For the use of poetry at school see Cribiore 2001; for poetry as allowing entrance to the cursus 
honorum see Al. Cameron 1965. 
68 Fuhrer 2013, 87. 
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characteristics which can overlap; thus one work can potentially be classified un-
der more than just one literary genre.”69 
Another approach is the one that focuses on the readership of such poems. 
Herzog 1975, xxxvii-xxxvii in his masterful discussion of biblical epic argues pre-
cisely for a merge of the Erwartungshorizonten shared between a work and its 
readership.70 In a more recent work Pelttari 2014 focuses on the late antique 
reader and argues that whereas in earlier phases of Latin poetry the wit of the text 
stood out, Late Antiquity shines the spotlight on the reader, who is presented 
with the challenge of interpreting open and multilayered works.71 Agosti 2009 on 
the other hand, claims that the Christianization of poetry in Late Antiquity was 
more thematically than stylistically oriented and that both secular and Christian 
poetry were composed to satisfy the needs of a particular audience that delighted 
in classicizing compositions. The shared paideia of such an audience thus en-
couraged the dialogue between secular and Christian literary production,72 a 
point repeated throughout this volume. 
This rigorous engagement with, and re-evaluation of, Christian poetry,73 has 
removed many of the earlier constraints. For example, the role of school exercises 
and of patronage has been downplayed in favor of the innovative and learned 
spirit that permeates Christian poetry.74 Moreover, the distinction between sup-
posedly highbrow and lowbrow poetry has been challenged, since genres such 
as the epigram,75 or the poems of a monastic community, for example those found 
in the Papyrus Bodmer 29–37, show that there was not only one, uniform audi-
ence for Christian poetry.76 What such poetry shows, however, is that without the 
background of shared paideia these generic and thematic experimentations 
would have been less audacious: because paideia permeated most levels of soci-
ety, the appropriation, deconstruction and subversion of classical genres through 
 
69 E.g., Pollmann 2017, 7, 36; at 22 she argues these literary hybrids may eventually develop into 
new genres. 
70 Herzog 1977. See also Pollmann 2017, 21 on the importance of genre for shaping readerly ex-
pectations. 
71 See also the emphasis on genre and audience in the volume edited by Greatrex – Elton 2015, 
which deals with a variety of media, both literary and artistic. 
72 A recurring idea in Agosti’s important contributions, e.g. Agosti 2002, 2008b, and 2011b. 
73 See the overview in Rebenisch 2009. 
74 See also the revision of late antique aesthetics as something modern in, e.g., Elsner – 
Hernández Lobato 2017. 
75 See the important contributions of Agosti in this volume and elsewhere, e.g. Agosti 1998 and 
2011a. 
76 On more nuanced religious milieus see Gemeinhardt – Van Hoof – Van Nuffelen 2016. 
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Usurpation and Kontrastimitation was made possible.77 If we aim, therefore, to ex-
plore the Erwartungshorizonte and the Sitz im Leben of this kind of poetry, genre 
embodies the readerly and textual expectations creating a bridge between text 
and audience. Genre bears on its delineation the mark of a specific kind of com-
position and buttresses a certain kind of shared cultural ideology.78 
This volume: scope, aims, innovation 
While it is impossible for this brief introduction to provide a detailed discussion 
of genre for such a breadth of texts and authors in Greek and in Latin, we hope to 
have pointed towards the reasons why it is crucial to study the Sitz im Leben for 
each of the poems discussed. This is not a volume on the genres or aesthetics of 
late antique poetry in general nor is it a diachronic study of specific genres. We 
have chosen, instead, to focus on the interplay between ‘major’ and ‘minor’ gen-
res, which is mirrored in the bipartite organization of the volume according to 
genres and not chronology: Part 1, ‘Fugue in minor’, deals with what we under-
stand here as literally small-scale, hence ‘minor’, genres, such as epigrams, 
hymns, or epyllia; Part 2, ‘Fugue in major’, discusses larger-scale, literally ‘ma-
jor’, poetic works, such as grand-scale epic. And while ‘minor’ and ‘major’ do not 
reflect the association between major/minor tonality and positive/negative emo-
tional valence as in music, we believe they are useful categories to think with. 
The contributions in this volume are written by experts in their respective fields, 
who were given the task of exploring specific case studies of how a text manipu-
lates and alternates between major and minor registers, how it negotiates read-
erly expectations, and how much it deviates, like a fugue, from a given theme, or 
in our case, genre.79 
Throughout the volume we ask how Christian poets engage with (and are 
conscious of) the double reliance of their poetry on two separate systems: on the 
one hand, the classical poetic models and, on the other, the various genres and 
sub-genres of Christian prose (Gospel, homilies, hagiographies, passion narra-
tives). At the same time, we did not want to lose sight of the fundamental role of 
stylistic techniques learned in the schools of rhetoric (e.g. prosopopoieia, ekphra-
sis, encomium). When can these be considered as genres in their own right? How 
 
77 On paideia see e.g. Brown 1992, Chapter 2. 
78 See, e.g., Beebee 1994. 
79 The musical metaphor echoing Bakhtin’s famous polyphony and fugue-like approach of the 
poetics of Dostoyevsky, cf. Bakhtin 1984, 21. 
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are they ‘modulated’ when incorporated into Christian poetry? Does it make a 
difference for their ‘absorption’ or ‘inclusion’ if they are employed within larger- 
or smaller-scale forms?80 Still, it was equally important not to overlook the ideo-
logical changes reflected in the manipulation and adaptation of classicizing gen-
res in Christian poetry. For this reason the first and the last chapter of the volume 
specifically address issues of ideology in terms of generic (dis-)continuity. In de-
tail: 
The First Part, ‘Fugue in Minor’, deals with the small-scale genres of epi-
gram, elegy, and epyllion. It opens with Gianfranco Agosti, who looks at ideolog-
ical shifts in relation to Greek verse inscriptions from the fourth and fifth centu-
ries. Agosti suggests that, although there is no radical break between the classical 
and the Christian epigraphic production, Christian poetry’s conscious adaptation 
of classical language (in cases of Kontrastimitation, but not exclusively so) grad-
ually entered the production of inscriptions, which also started increasingly to 
reflect and follow these new, Christian literary models. The fact that the same 
processes are at work in the high-flown epics supposedly read by the elites and 
the verse inscriptions which were part of the everyday life of ordinary people 
leads us to think that there were deep-rooted, social interests and needs to which 
both ‘major’ and ‘minor’ poetry (or, both high-flown and more ‘everyday’ poetry) 
responded. Following on from Agosti’s analysis, but presenting a different take 
on epigram, Arianna Gullo argues that in the funerary epigrams of the sixth-cen-
tury poet Julian the Egyptian nothing evinces discontinuity with the past, not 
least at the level of form. Even though she is able to detect some Christian ‘inter-
ferences’ in Julian’s production of funerary epigrams, Gullo maintains that these 
depend on a priori knowledge of the poet’s faith and do not have an impact on 
the way Julian inserts himself in this classical genre. Tackling both epigram and 
epithalamium, Marco Onorato next explores the reception of a Prudentian ek-
phrasis (that is, a Christian, allegorical ekphrasis) first in a hexameter epithala-
mium which obliterates the Christian, religious component, and then in an epi-
gram inserted within a letter and celebrating a Christian building: this epigram, 
written in phalaecean hendecasyllable, usually associated with nugatory frivol-
ity, ‘renovates’ the Prudentian hexameters and (surprisingly, perhaps) re-in-
states Prudentius’ allegorical intent. 
Another cluster of articles in this section showcase different approaches to 
small-scale forms, chiefly among them the elegiac couplet and the broadly de-
fined ‘elegy’, an elusive category sometimes (though not necessarily) associated 
 
80 For ‘absorption’ (one generic example disappears into another or is reduced to a group of 
topoi) v. ‘inclusion’ (a separated generic identity is retained) see Cairns 2007, 89–90. 
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with a mourning mode in classical poetry. Thomas Kuhn-Treichel’s contribution 
begins with an analysis of an elegiac poem by Gregory Nazianzen, in which the 
poet explicitly refers to a series of classical (dactylic) genres that he aims to sur-
pass. The same competitive attitude is manifest in a hexametric verse epistle, 
while an iambic poem contains explicit references to tragedy, but also Homer and 
Theognis. For a markedly different use of elegiacs (side by side with dactylic hex-
ameter and iambic trimeter) we turn to the chapter of James McDonald on the 
polymetric catalogue poems of Gregory Nazianzen. McDonald argues that these 
poems were not written for the late antique classroom, as some modern scholars 
have maintained. Rather, they would have been read as auxiliary material for the 
study of the Bible and may have been composed in the spirit of confident innova-
tion (albeit one that did not catch on) upon the long-standing didactic tradition. 
To Gregory’s bold experiments we can contrast the quest for innovation in an im-
portant Christian poet of the Latin West, Dracontius and especially his Satisfactio. 
Maria-Jennifer Falcone studies this complex poem that combines in elegiac cou-
plets modulations of various genres, from suasoria to hymn and precatio, and 
most importantly deprecatio. Being the first example of prison poetry, Dracon-
tius’ elegiac Satisfactio creates a new poetic form out of both the classical genre 
of exile poetry and the extensive adaptation of rhetorical techniques (exempla, 
topoi, excursus).  
Dracontius is the focus of a further cluster of articles, dealing with epyllion. 
Here we turn to modulations between the major genres of epic and tragedy, con-
tained within the short epic form. Étienne Wolff argues that the three major myth-
ological poems by Dracontius (De raptu Helenae, Medea and Orestis tragoedia) 
do not embark on an allegorical or moralizing interpretation of classical myths. 
Focusing as they do on the characters’ passions, these small-scale poems remain 
tied to the private sphere, as opposed to the more ambitious and metaphysical 
large-scale epic. Next, taking the epyllion Medea as a case study, Susanna Fischer 
examines the representation of the gods and their influence (or lack thereof) on 
human actions. Reaching the same conclusions as Wolff, Fischer argues that, de-
spite some phrases which could be perceived by a Christian audience as parodic 
criticism of the gods, Dracontius does not set out to denounce paganism, but to 
combine tragic, epic, and elegiac motifs in a new generic ‘transposition’ of the 
story. This first part of the volume ends with Anna Maria Wasyl’s comparison and 
reevaluation of two short epyllia concerning Alcestis: the Alcestis Barcinonensis 
and the cento Alcesta. For the Barcinonensis, Wasyl argues that the pervasive in-
fluence of pantomime, which she views as a means of concretization and not a 
genre in its own right, would have made a difference in how a contemporary au-
dience would receive (especially, visualize) the work, while for the cento, whose 
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narrator has a stronger presence, the label ‘epyllion’ would be more appropriate. 
While the poems cannot be interpreted as Christian, Alcestis’ appeal to both 
Christian and pagan audiences, as a figure who transcends death, must surely be 
significant.  
The Second Part, ‘Fugue in Major’, deals with large-scale epic. The first part 
examines the impact of heroic epic on the Christian matrix and vice versa. The 
discussion opens with Michael Paschalis’ examination of the miracle of the Calm-
ing of the Storm in what is probably the earliest large-scale Christian epic, that of 
Juvencus. Paschalis argues that the classical intertexts should not be read solely 
within the framework of ideological Kontrastimitation: the self-reflexive passages 
in Juvencus’ Evangeliorum Libri Quattor show that the text places itself in the tra-
dition of grand mythological/historical epic illustrated by the Aeneid. By assimi-
lating Jesus to Aeneas, Juvencus would have prompted his readers to make fur-
ther associations between Virgil and himself, but also between Augustus and 
Constantine. Another take on the encomiastic potential of the grand epic tradi-
tion is illustrated by Eudocia’s transposition of a hagiographical prose work into 
a ‘Homeric hagiography’: Maria Sole Rigo shows that large-scale epic was well 
suited to the encomiastic project, and Homeric language was used to elevate the 
converted magician Cyprian into a new, holy epic hero, who, like his Homeric 
counterparts, battles against the divine, be it God or Satan. The grand epic mode, 
however, does not always transform the Christian text into a thoroughly heroic 
poem: Domenico Accorinti challenges the Homeric pedigree of Nonnus’ Para-
phrase of the Gospel according to John and questions the very intention of Nonnus 
to write a ‘Gospel epic’. Unlike Juvencus, who transforms Jesus into an epic hero, 
Nonnus modulates between ‘major’ and ‘minor’ (whether hexametric or not) gen-
res, such as fables or didactic epic. Accorinti emphasises, thus, the amalgamated 
nature of the Paraphrase and illustrates Nonnus’ intent to build a new poem on 
the foundations of both Homer and John by composing an epic poem appreciated 
for its exegetical and aesthetic appeal. 
The next two chapters explore the didactic character of Christian epic. Fotini 
Hadjittofi examines the didactic flavor of Nonnus’ Paraphrase of the Gospel ac-
cording to John. Not only does the Paraphrase rework John’s Ur-didactic setting – 
Jesus teaching his disciples – but also abounds in didactic terminology and in 
allusions to the Archaic and Hellenistic tradition. Nonnus transposes the Gospel 
into a didactic poem following the Hellenistic trend of rewriting prose didactic 
treatises into hexameters while stressing the limitations faced by the human 
mind as it tries to grasp the transcendental truth of Christian revelation. Andrew 
Faulkner examines Apollinaris’ Metaphrasis Psalmorum in terms of didactic epic, 
and highlights the poem’s debt to the Hesiodic tradition. Faukner also underlines 
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the poetic aspirations of the author that go beyond simple didacticism, showing 
how the poet portrays himself as a new kind of biblical epic bard, a “Davidic Hes-
iod.” 
The last two papers show the (dis-)continuity of some themes introduced in 
Late Antiquity (and taken up into the Middle Ages) at both the literary and the 
ideological level. Anna Lefteratou examines the earliest Marian lament, to be 
found in the I Homeric Centos, as a ‘modulation’ between grand epic and tragic 
lamentations: in order to compose one of the earliest Marian laments the poet of 
the I Homeric Centos used not only the Homeric gooi but also a long tradition of 
tragic and dramatic laments/monologues filtered through imperial epideictic 
rhetoric. The last contribution of the volume deals with yet another transfor-
mation of grand epic in Late Antiquity. Hartmut Leppin examines the discourses 
of warfare in George Pisides’ Persian Expedition from both a historical and an ide-
ological point of view. George Pisides sets out to praise Heraclius’ victory against 
the Persians, following in the steps of historiographers and other imperial pane-
gyrists, and composes an epic poem written in iambs, thus inaugurating a long 
Byzantine tradition of such iambic poetry. This is a case of discontinuity in rela-
tion to the classical canon, as not only meter but also the poem’s ideological 
agenda changes: this poem stands out for its remarkably ‘totalizing’ Christian 
discourse, as opposed to the earlier (fourth and fifth century) dialogical relation-
ship between classicizing and Christian culture: Pisides’ poem is about a holy war 
and about the Emperor’s role in it as the representative of God on earth.  
Afterthoughts and New Horizons  
This volume aspires, above all, to draw more attention to the historical context of 
Christian poetry, its readership, and its appropriation of classical genres. Specif-
ically:  
Sitz im Leben 
All the articles show the importance of the historical context of the poems, their 
Sitz im Leben, as a parameter entangled with genre. Agosti’s examination of ep-
igrams dating from the fourth to the sixth century in this volume illustrates the 
discontinuity of the pagan thematic repertoire despite the perseverance of the 
form. His findings stand in stark contrast to Gullo’s treatment of literary epigrams 
that were circulated among the literati. Another important issue that emerges 
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from this volume is the downplaying of the idea that the ‘birth’ of Christian poetry 
was a reaction to Julian’s edict. All contributions on fourth-century poets such as 
Gregory Nazianzen, Juvencus, and the author of the Metaphrasis Psalmorum 
show that these poems, apart from championing a Christian cause, had clear aes-
thetic aspirations that go well beyond mere didacticism. Furthermore, we may 
see how other historical contexts might have influenced particular artistic ex-
pressions: Lefteratou’s reading of Mary’s lament in the I Homeric Centos associ-
ates it to the post-Ephesus debates about the human nature of the Theotokos; 
even more importantly, Leppin’s article shows how the historical changes and 
critique of urbanes Kaisertum in Heraclius’ times contributed to the emergence of 
a new discourse of holy war.  
Another important historical parameter is the understanding of the pa-
gan/Christian dichotomy and its usefulness, if at all, for deciphering Christian 
poetry. This volume shows that the response of Christian poetry to previous liter-
ature differs significantly from century to century and author to author. Kuhn-
Treichel’s and McDonald’s contributions suggest that an earlier poet such as 
Gregory felt the need to create a theoretical framework to support the case of 
Christian classicizing poetry. Yet the fact that Gregory was a clergyman might 
have underpinned his motivation. The same goes for the other priest of our col-
lection, Juvencus (in Paschalis’ contribution), and possibly also for the writer of 
the Metaphrasis Psalmorum, as both poets preface their works with programmatic 
proems. As far as we know, this is not the case for the fifth- or sixth-century non-
ordained poets such as Nonnus and Dracontius, who felt freer to experiment with 
both pagan and Christian themes, as shown in the chapters by Hadjittofi, Gullo, 
Falcone, Wasyl, and Wolff. In fact, different social milieus are crucial for shaping 
the reception of classicizing genres, such as the Cycle of Agathias for Julian the 
Egyptian (Gullo), whose poetry is disengaged from his own religious beliefs. Yet 
even within a poet’s lifetime, the understanding and reception of classicizing po-
etry and genres may shift, as is the case in Onorato’s analysis of Sidonius Apolli-
naris, who moves from a rhetorical to a more symbolic reception of Prudentius’ 
epic allegory.  
In order to understand the impact of historical setting on genre, it is im-
portant to keep in mind the different settings of the Greek-speaking East and 
the Latin-speaking West. Whereas in the West an uninterrupted tradition leads 
from Damasus and Juvencus to Fortunatus, which might as well explain why 
Latin Christian poetry is more rigorously studied,81 the Greek poetry of the same 
 
81 The most recent contribution on the East/West dialogue is the forthcoming edited volume by 
Verhelst – Scheijnen. For the Latin see, e.g. Otten – Pollmann 2004, Pelttari 2014, Schottenius 
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period appears more polyphonic, if not heteroclite, and includes important works 
whose date is still contested. In the East, besides classicizing Christian poetry an-
other thread continued to develop, especially in Syria, in non-classicizing form 
and in a different language and meter. Ephraim the Syrian in the late fourth cen-
tury wrote hymns that later inspired not only a great tradition of Syriac and Ar-
menian poetry, but also the sixth-century poet of Kontakia, Romanos the Melo-
dist, and Byzantine hymnography.82 More intriguing are cases such as the so-
called Akathist Hymn, traditionally considered later but now dated to the fifth 
century, which, if accepted, might make it a poem contemporary with Nonnus.83 
This volume attempts to bridge the scholarly gap between Latin and Greek Chris-
tian poetry by focusing on the latter. 
Readership 
Another important issue is the question of readership. All the contributors of the 
volume emphatically stress the importance of readerly reactions. The reconfigu-
ration of readerly expectations emerges not only because of the shared paideia in 
which Homer and Virgil (Rigo, Paschalis, Wolff) and drama (Fischer, Wasyl) had 
the leading role but also because of the rigorous rhetorical training undertaken 
in Graeco-Roman schools. Yet, the engagement with other genres, such as the 
Archaic and Hellenistic didactic tradition (Faulkner, Hadjittofi) or the literary ep-
igram (Gullo), show that the poems in this volume are indebted to forms and texts 
well beyond the school canon. It should also be kept in mind, however, that even 
the engagement with the canon takes place in different ways and at different 
points in the East and the West: Juvencus’ transformation of the Gospel into a 
(more or less classical) epic (Paschalis) and Proba’s recomposition of the Bible 
out of Virgilian Centos occur a generation or so before Eudocia transcribes the 
hagiography of Cyprian or the Gospels in Homeric verse. Does that mean that the 
status of Virgil for Latin-speaking poets was different from that of Homer? Was 
 
Cullhed 2016, Pollmann 2017, Elsner – Hernádez Lobato 2017. By contrast, on the Greek side the 
interest in late antique poetry, besides den Boeft-Hilhorst 1993 and Johnson 2006, is mainly sus-
tained in the volumes dedicated to the most influential poet, Nonnus, e.g. Spanoudakis 2014, 
Accorinti 2016, and Bannert – Kröll 2017, Verhelst, forthcoming; see also Agosti – Rotondo, forth-
coming, exclusively on the Paraphrase, on which Goldhill, forthcoming, also offers some obser-
vations.  
82 Tomadakis 1993. 
83 Peltomaa 2001. 
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the intertextual potential offered by Virgil different from that offered by Homer? 
These topics remain open for further investigation. 
This volume, moreover, stresses another important area in which Graeco-Ro-
man paideia impacts readerly expectations: the influence of a rhetorical educa-
tion and the poet’s manipulation of rhetorical tropes. Michael Roberts long ago 
stressed the importance of rhetorical paraphrasis for biblical epic, and the contri-
butions in this volume show that rhetorical training was a shared code between 
poets and their audiences. Falcone, for example, highlights the rhetorical pedi-
gree of the Satisfactio, e.g. in its modulation of suasoria; Wasyl inquires how etho-
poeia and controversia are implemented in the Alcestis Barcinonensis; and Left-
eratou shows the importance of imperial progymnasmata for the characterization 
and the composition of Mary’s lament in the I Homeric Centos. By thus highlight-
ing the experimental and innovative aspect of the Christian compositions this 
volume places particular stress on the self-reflexive elements of this poetry. 
A sub-category of reader-related questions is the issue of the scholarly tools 
often used to describe the engagement of Christian poetry with its pagan models 
at both the level of intertextualtiy and generic engagement. While the Church Fa-
thers used the term chrésis,84 the modern and popular terms are Kontrastim-
itaiton and Usurpation:85 for Kontrastimitation and Usurpation to take place an 
educated audience is assumed – an audience that could decode them accord-
ingly. But whereas both concepts are useful for understanding the ideological en-
gagement of Christian poetry with the classical models, the current scholarly em-
phasis on the intercultural and dialogical aspects of Christian poetry might press 
for a new, more flexible, understanding of these terms: Paschalis, for example, 
questions the strict understanding of Kontrastimitation, as this would dismiss 
other possible, and equally valuable, intertextual readings of a passage. Simi-
larly, according to Lefteratou, the Homeric counter-analogues for Mary as a mater 
dolorosa, e.g. Anticlea and Thetis, do not simply help to craft a superior version 
of the Mother of God against her pagan models but also to fill out the details in 
this ethopoeia of her suffering. 
 
84 Gnilka 1984. 
85 Originally Thraede 1964; now see Agosti 2011, 287 for Usurpation as “the attribution to God 
or Christ of predicates typical of pagan gods;” Konrastimitation defined as “contrasting imita-
tion, with respect to an original context which is reversed: the citation therefore shows the falsity 
of the pagan model and the superiority of Christianity” (trans. A. Lefteratou). 
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Modulations and transpositions of classical genres 
An important characteristic of this collection of articles is the focus on the signif-
icance of meter and how this influences reception and interpretation. If, in Late 
Antiquity, metrical virtuosity aims more at an epideixis of the author’s skill (a dis-
tinct possibility for Synesius’ metrically elaborate Hymns), in what cases is it also 
(and still) valid to read generic affiliation into meter? Should we dismiss the tra-
ditional ‘baggage’ of meter and assume that (most) meters no longer evoke an 
ethos? Throughout the volume we observe that meters such as the elegiac couplet 
were important for particular genres such as elegy and epigram. On the other 
hand, we note that dramatic modulations can take place in hexametric poems 
and even in cento compositions (Lefteratou, Wasyl, Wolff). The reason for such a 
shift was not only the gradual disappearance of the performative contexts of 
some genres (e.g., theater), but also the absorption of certain dramatic features 
and modes by epideictic rhetoric throughout imperial times, a tendency also re-
flected in the progymnasmata. 
The same is valid for form and scale. Just as meter was, in earlier times, fre-
quently coupled with specific performative contexts, the length of the poem was 
equally determined by external criteria, some of which were also linked with per-
formance or setting. In many ways this system is largely still in place, in spite of 
modern criticism’s tendency to look for discontinuity and rupture. While little 
can change in the length of inscriptional epigram, for example, it has been ar-
gued that such poetry ceases to be read in Late Antiquity, and is only appreciated 
as visual art. Our view, argued in more detail by Agosti in relation to inscriptional 
epigram, is that Christian poetry (both large- and small-scale) demands an in-
volved audience. Whether or not a poem was the subject of public performance 
still appears to be linked with meter as well as scale.86 Magnelli 2008 has convinc-
ingly and lucidly shown that smaller-scale poetry in elegiac distichs increasingly 
becomes private and bookish, while larger-scale iambic and hexametric compo-
sitions seem to indicate a public, performative context. The contributions on 
Gregory and Sidonius show precisely how small-scale poems were intended for 
private appreciation – in fact, Sidonius includes his epigram in a letter to the 
young rhetor Hesperius. Contrarily, the use of formulae and the epideictic nature 
of Mary’s lament in the I Homeric Centos (Lefteratou) display actual performative 
characteristics, e.g. references to body language. 
 
86 For performance in Late Antiquity see Agosti 2008a. 
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This volume is yet another testament to the difficulty of disentangling inter-
texts and genres. A way to ‘solve’ this Gordian knot was to place particular em-
phasis on other generic characteristics besides subject matter: meter and context 
in this respect have been particularly useful (McDonald, Falcone). Performative 
indicators or paratexts that would have enhanced the reception of a particular 
text in terms of a specific genre are equally underscored: from the didaskalia of 
Mary’s body language (Lefteratou) and the deixis in the Alcestis epyllia (Wasyl) 
to the didactic ‘you’ function in the Paraphrase (Hadjittofi), markers of genre 
seem to be incorporated in a variety of techniques. There are, however, cases 
where generic debt is not highlighted as the model was so popular that a simple 
intertextual allusion would suffice, as in the reception of Virgil in Juvencus (Pas-
chalis) or cases where allusions to other texts and genres aim to display the poet’s 
erudition and virtuosity, as in the case of the reception of Mesomedes’ ekphrasis 
of the sponge in Nonnus’ Paraphrase (Accorinti). 
If we now turn to the kind of works transposed from a Christian genre to a 
classical one, then we observe a tendency to ‘transpose’ prose works such as the 
Gospels and hagiographies into larger-scale epics (Paschalis, Rigo) – a tendency 
also influenced by the rise of encomiastic and panegyric poetry throughout im-
perial and Byzantine times. Grand epic and praise have inherent affinities and 
provide a good vehicle to praise the vitalia gesta of God, an emperor, or an exem-
plary holy man (Paschalis, Rigo, Leppin). On the other hand, dramatic genres, 
and tragedy in particular (Fischer, Wasyl, Lefteratou), are more apt for pathetic 
touches and, after centuries of rhetorical manipulation, offer a good tool to de-
velop pathos, which is why in hexametric poems they are used to modulate be-
tween the grand epic and the intimate, emotional key. That being said, what is 
perceived as tragic varies significantly between works such as the Orestis 
tragoedia, the Alcestis epyllia and the cento Marian lament (Wolff, Wasyl, Left-
eratou), as the new Christian faith might have influenced the way of addressing 
the condition humaine. 
Ultimately, what emerges from this volume is that the reception and appro-
priation of the classical past and its literary forms by Christianity was above all 
ideological.87 While our immediate focus is genre, most of the contributors en-
gage, to some extent, with the ideological ramifications of the transposition of 
Christian themes into classicizing literature. Some genres were more and some 
less ideologically inflected: for example, on the long run, epigram did not neces-
sarily have to display a particular ideological agenda and Christian epigrams 
such as those of Gregory do not replace classicizing ones (Gullo). Tragedy, on the 
 
87 Cf. Agosti 2009 and Agosti 2011. 
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other hand, was ideologically loaded. Plato, Plutarch, and Basil, each according 
to his time and background, questioned the need to ‘read’ let alone ‘perform’ dra-
mas,88 and the two later authors argued for a moralizing reuse of classical plays. 
Although Fischer, Wasyl and Wolff do not treat the Alcestis epyllia and Dracon-
tius’ mythological epyllia as Christian or apologetic works, they do discern in 
them moralizing undertones, highlighted by dramatic and especially tragic influ-
ences, and suitable for their respective Christian milieus. Lefteratou sees in 
Mary’s lament the emergence of a new kind of pathos, one befitting the human 
mother of the Son of Man. Paschalis’ reappraisal of Kontrastimitation in a work 
that is too early to display the exegetical potential of later Christian classicizing 
poems also touches upon ideology, and so does Leppin’s understanding of 
George Pisides’ innovative reworking of Heraclius’ holy war. Far from unravelling 
such issues the contributions in this volume point towards the need of further, 
in-depth examination of genre and ideology, intrinsically entangled with the Sitz 
im Leben of this poetry. 
These conclusions are preliminary, and the questions set forth here are an-
swered in greater depth in each of the volume’s contributions. We are also aware 
that other important texts, such as the poems of the Codex of Visions or Fortuna-
tus’ poems, did not find their way into the volume, but as Eudocia rightly warns 
her audience in the apologia regarding her own editorial practice, “we are all Ne-
cessity’s laborers.”89 What this brief introduction shows, nonetheless, is the per-
severance of classicizing forms well into the sixth and seventh century, a bound-
ary, artificial as it is, that frames the chapters of this volume. From that moment 
on, Christian poetry took a different turn, away from the classicizing forms and 
prosody, as is wonderfully illustrated in the work of Romanos the Melodist or the 
poetry of Cassia. This is not to say that classicizing poetry was not written after 
the seventh century.90 Late Antiquity is only the first, and a very experimental, 
step into a tradition that leads into the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. If we 
were to seek an end to this productive period of classicizing Christian poetry, 
which would necessarily be imposed externally and a posteriori, we would only 
find it, approximately, with the rise of Humanism. Erasmus in a letter urges his 
contemporary Christian poets not to imitate the “römischen Klassiker” but their 
 
88 Barnes 2008. 
89 Apologia 18 (Vat. suppl. gr. 388): ἴστω τοῦθ’, ὅτι πάντες ὑποδρηστῆρες ἀνάγκης. 
90 For highly debated moyenne and long durée of Antiquity see, e.g., Inglebert 2012, Fowden 
2014, and Preiser-Kapeller 2018. 
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“spätantike Vorläufer”,91 bearing testimony to the parallel existence of two kinds 
of aesthetic paradigms inherited by Humanism. For centuries, then, Paulinus᾽ 
“one Spirit” continued “praising the one God in different languages before all 
men,” displaying the amazing polyphony of Christian poetry. 
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